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The Skimm Reads calls it "a thriller that's part True Detective, part The Girl On The Train. All parts
gripping."Husbands and wives. Mothers and daughters. The past and the future. Secrets bind them.
And secrets can destroy them. The author of Pretty Girls returns with an electrifying, emotionally
complex thriller that plunges its fascinating protagonist into the darkest depths of a mystery that just
might destroy him. With the discovery of a murder at an abandoned construction site, Will Trent of
the Georgia Bureau of Investigation is brought in on a case that becomes much more dangerous
when the dead man is identified as an ex-cop. Studying the body, Sara Lintonâ€”the GBIâ€™s
newest medical examiner and Willâ€™s loverâ€”realizes that the extensive blood loss didn't belong
to the corpse. Sure enough, bloody footprints leading away from the scene indicate there is another
victimâ€”a womanâ€”who has vanished . . . and who will die soon if she isnâ€™t found. Will is already
compromised, because the site belongs to the cityâ€™s most popular citizen: a wealthy, powerful,
and politically connected athlete protected by the worldâ€™s most expensive lawyersâ€”a man
whoâ€™s already gotten away with rape, despite Willâ€™s exhaustive efforts to put him away. But
the worst is yet to come. Evidence soon links Willâ€™s troubled past to the case . . . and the
consequences will tear through his life with the force of a tornado, wreaking havoc for Will and
everyone around him, including his colleagues, family, friendsâ€”and even the suspects he pursues.
Relentlessly suspenseful and furiously paced, peopled with conflicted, fallible characters who leap
from the page, The Kept Woman is a seamless blend of twisty police procedural and ingenious
psychological thriller -- a searing, unforgettable novel of love, loss, and redemption.Â Â
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The Kept Woman is Karin Slaughter's latest entry in the Will Trent series. I will admit that I was so
excited to see that Slaughter was returning to this series. I've been a constant reader from way back
and feel that Will Trent is one of the author's most interesting characters. Will has always exhibited
that pitch perfect combination of machismo and vulnerability that makes him a compelling hero. In
this latest offering, we find Will happily involved in a relationship with Sara yet still dealing with
Angie, that master of psychological torture that he happens to be married to. The story that unfolds
is complicated and sometimes a bit convoluted, yet it is always surprising.The murders at the center
of this story are grisly, and the circumstances are disturbing. Slaughter's writing style has evolved
over the years and she brings a new hardness to these characters and their stories that might be a
bit surprising for Grant County readers. We spend a lot of time in these characters heads, and I
think if you weren't already familiar with Will and Angie, you might end up being a bit lost. So much
of the story and understanding of the characters motivations relies on a knowledge of their history. I
was easily engrossed in the tale, but others might not be so lucky.The book alternates between Will
and Angie's perspectives. I found myself getting a bit tired of hearing from Angie. I think the author
might have been trying to make her a more sympathetic character. If so, I don't think she was all
that successful. The pacing lagged during her portion of the narrative, even though we continued to
discover more information throughout. I kept wondering what Will was up to!
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